DISTRIBUTION OF SAP ACTION PACKS

HANDICAP & ORPHAN CHILDREN CHARITY SOCIETY has distributed 243 SAP Action Pack on 6th June 2006 in Children of HOCCS’ School, Volunteers and other community members. This Action Packs has donated by Bishop John Joseph Shaheed Trust Pakistan.

The Action Pack Distribution Ceremony has started at 11:30am and finished at 3:00pm at HOCCS’ main office. Pastor Johnson present the brief introduction of Bishop John Joseph Shaheed trust and aware the participants that this charity doesn’t meet their needs but it is a small token of love and friendship from Handicap & Orphan Children’s charity Society and Bishop John Joseph Shaheed Trust.

The Action Pack contains Blankets, T-Shirts, Jackets, Soap, Towels, Socks and other things that are the basic needs of children and others. The distribution started form Children and ended at volunteers of HOCCS.
Total 243 Action Packs have been distributed among children, women and volunteers of HOCCS Pakistan. Children were overjoyed after receiving these gifts and most of them has opened and showing their things with other friends and class fellows. The teachers of School also find a good opportunity to motivate the students to pay attention on their studies.

HOCCS’ entire staff and all members that have received these gifts are very thankful to Bishop John Joseph Shaheed Trust for such kindness and token of love and friendship.
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